The subject matter of the present inquiry is the pricing of European options in the actual form of numbers. To assess the numerical prices of European options, a scheme independent of any kind of mesh but rather powered by moving least squares (MLS) estimation is made. In practical terms, first the discretion of time variable is implemented and then, an MLS-powered method is applied for spatial approximation. As, unlike other methods, these courses of action mentioned here dont rely on a mesh, one can firmly claim they are to be categorized under mesh-less methods. And, of course, at the end of the paper, various experiments are offered to prove how efficient and how powerful the introduced approach is.
Introduction
Assessing numerical prices of financial derivates one example of which is options has always been an area of challenge in the realm of Economics. Options the value of which goes hand in hand with their supporting assets are some financial tools used to ward off risks. Generally speaking, two categories of options have come into existence, namely call and put. Providing the holder with the right to obtain financial assets at fixed prices (exercise prices) in the future, call options are viewed as some sort of contract. Likewise, asset owners can use put options to sell at a price called exercise price on or before a date (named expiration date) their corresponding assets. Regardless of whether the given options are of the call or of the put type, all options are categorized under European options and their American counterparts. What differentiates the two is the amount of flexibility they offer in terms of agreement date. Its only at the exact expiration date that both parties to the deal can agree upon European options while at any point in time during the activity period or at the exact date of expiry American options can be exercised. The defining factor in pricing options is the price of their supporting assets which usually see highs and lows according to the amount of supply and demand. To assess European call options prices, Fischer Black in collaboration with Myron Scholes [2] and Merton single-handedly [8] introduced a well-defined formula. Confined to European options, the formula which is a closed one can only be applied to a small group of asset models. However, no analytical formula can be utilized to price American options. Thus, binominal method (Cox, Ross [4] ), the finite difference method (Brenna [1] ), the finite element method [7] , the binomial tree method [5] , and Mont Carlo simulation method [3] seem to be the only resorts that we have in this case. The focus of the study is on the mesh-free collocation method for pricing of European options based on MLS. In these methods, there are some drawbacks and deficiencies [6] . So, to approach the solution for almost all of these methods, we require constructing regular mesh points and the domain of the problem is needed to be simple geometrically. The mesh-free collocation method provides truly mesh-less and superior results for problems with complicated geometries (e.g. nonlinear and free boundary problem). Radial basis function method that is one of the mesh-free methods is applied to solving American options by Hon and Mao [11] . This document formulizes an MLS-powered collocation method for estimating Europeans options prices. One of the properties of this method is coping with the inflexibility of nodes distribution on the spatial domain. Section 2 presenting a PDE related to European option pricing begins the main practical structure this piece of work follows. A blueprint discussing the solution of the equation comes in section 3 after we have briefly introduced the collocation MLS method. Section 4 is devoted to practical implementation and numerical comparison with other numerical methods in the field of European options. Finally, the main conclusion of this study is presented in the last section.
Mathematical model for European option
As can be seen in the option definition, pricing the value of an option is dependent on the underlying asset price. So, we construct a portfolio that is topical local stock market and derivatives market and free of risk. For this purpose, assuming that s is called the price of the given asset with a motion of the kind of Geometric Brownian, there are no arbitrage possibilities and associated transaction costs also the underlying asset pays no dividends in the options lifetime and the interest rate r which is far from any risk remains quite constant. Stock prices changing, thus, could be formulated as the equation of stochastic differential:
where σ is known as the volatility, µ represents the average rate at which asset prices grow which is named "drift" in some cases, the small t ( t) representing the time variable, the capital t (T ) representing expiration date, and finally dz which signifies Wiener process. Itos lemma leads counting the value option through the following command:
Considering as an instance a one-option portfolio proportionate to the supporting asset with the proportionality mark Λ, the portfolios value is counted through the ξ = v(s,t) − Λs formula. A one-time step changes the portfolios value by
It is a risk less portfolio by choosing Λ = ∂ v ∂ s . Making use of no-arbitrage argument help, risk-free interest rate r is as
3) and eliminating the random component, we arrive at the final partial differential equation(PDE):
thus we will have the following PDE dy eliminating dt:
European option
When applied to European options, if we take E as the exercise price, the price of the put option would become available as v(s,t) using the following PDE:
Provided that the following condition is true:
And conditions related to the boundaries:
In whichζ signifies what is commonly referred to as the options payoff:
In the above-mentioned formula, quite obviously the payoff is not differentiable when s equals E. With an analytical approach in mind, the well-talked-about Black-Scholes formula could precisely be solved as:
In which standard distribution has undergone progressive distribution function signified by N with:
Time discretion scheme
Time discretion scheme Whenever some given initial and boundary conditions are met, gaining an extended list of prices for individual option contracts can be a simple matter of solving partial differential equations. To solve partial differential equations, a utility of the utmost importance at our disposal is the finite difference approach. Brennan and Schwarz were the ones who initiated the paradigms used to assess derivative securities values [1] . Take the aforementioned PDE with stock price s. As far as European put options in which E stands for the strike or exercise price are concerned, if a time variable in the form of τ = T − t and x = ln(s) is added to the mix, then having modified the equation marked by number (2.7), the newly-introduced variables τ and x would turn into v(s,t) = u(τ, x) resulting in [12] . 
Where the conditions of initiation and boundary are resulted from
As we do have the conditions of initiation and boundary accounting foru, with any value for u(x, τ i ), the aforementioned equation is solved as:
Description of the method
The remarkable features of MLS method for the approximation of PDEs is constructing shape functions [10] . Actually, constructing the shape function of unknown parameters is the main idea of MLS in mesh-less methods. So far, various shape-function-constructing methods have been used but none of them enjoys the amount of popularity associated with MLS as its capable of generating smooth continuous shape functions. Through applying weight functions, MLS method made the domain of the problem as uncomplicated as possible and their values decreasing with the distance.
MLS method
The collocation MLS technique employs an MLS method to construct the mesh-free approach function and a point collocation procedure for making the PDE discrete. In a domain named Ω, an unknown scalar function is specified as u. With a neighborhood signified by x containing a certain point, we can MLS approximation u(x) as:
In which polynomial supporting functions are drawn as a vector by
symbolizes a coefficients vector and the space coordinates x are crystallized in the form of functions by a j (x) , j = 1, . . . , m. On any point that we could name x, with weight distance L 2 -norms error function reduced, we can specify the coefficient a as:
In which n represents node frequency. Its the support domain named x in which node frequency is measured and we also include the specification of function of weight w(x − x i ) ̸ = 0, and u i , a i (x) , i = 1, . . . , n. The following formula is resulted when on any hypothetical point named x, functional J is lessened and the parameters a j , j = 1, . . . , n which are not known are obtained:
In the above formula, function values of the kind nodal form a vector by U = {u 1 , . . . , u n } and this form presents A(x) and B(x):
In which node i is has a compact support weight function in the form of w(x − x i ) = w i (x), i = 1, ..., n. Thus, (3.21) could be revised as:
If we integrate relation (3.25) into(3.19), the following formula is formed:
On a point called x where there is a node called i, we can designate a shape function named ϕ i (x) as:
As shape functions ϕ i (x) which are the product of the weight functions and shape functions are smooth enough, the consistency conditions necessary for the numerical solution of the PDE is satisfied. Thus, the amount of MLS estimation dependency on what is done by the weight function can never be underestimated. The properties we are about to see have been presumed for w(x − x i ) in all the cases we have covered up to this point: 
To satisfy the regularity ofA(x, r i which represents the weight function support size, should be given a proper value. Usually, it is considered so that r i > Cmh XΩ , in which m presents supporting functions frequency while h XΩ determines how distant from each other the set of points are 
. . .
Numerical results
This section presents various numerical results to study the performance of the mesh-less approaches. The exact solutions of our test problems are available and the numerical results are compared with European option prices based on MLS model with Quasi-RBF solutions [9] . To achieve this end, computational domains are made discrete toM equi-distance spatial nodes with mesh length h = .0080, △t = 10 −5 . Various sets of parameters are used in prices of European put options. The process parameters are chosen as follows: the interest rate r = 0.05, the strike prices E = 90, 100, maturity T = 0.5, and σ = 0.2, m = 3. Figure 4 shows the surface for the European put option for the fixed values of E, T, r, σ and Figure 4 explains that its possible to use beyond the lower bound Ee −r(T −τ) − s values for European put options. When s is small in terms of value, u gets close to the lower bound in quantity. The results demonstrate that sufficiently accurate values can be obtained for most volatilities. The red curve shows pay-off, while the options price has been drawn by the solid curve.
Concluding remarks
In the present study, a moving-least-squares-powered method free of any sort of grid applicable to pricing process of European options in the actual form of numbers and its practical applications were investigated. As the first step and to gain a scheme in which time has become discrete, we utilize the method of finite difference. Next, making use of MLS upon which we construct a mesh-free method, a scheme is produces which is fully discrete and as such is applied to price European options. Finally, to prove how effective the proposed scheme can be the obtained results are compared with numbers resulted from classical methods and its shown that the results from all of the methods are quite similar. Thus, the MLS-based method proposed here proves to be accurate and efficient.
